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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

NOTE ON SALIÉ'S SUM

KENNETH S. WILLIAMS

Abstract. It is shown in a very simple way that an exponential

sum (involving the Legendre symbol) considered by Salié is the

sum of two Gauss sums.

Let p denote an odd prime. Whenever we write 2^*the summation

is taken over all x in a complete residue system modulo p. If we write

2* the summation is over all x in a reduced residue system modulo

p. For x in a reduced residue system x denotes its inverse modulo p.

For integers a and b such that ab^O (all congruences are modulo p),

Salié's sum SPia, b) is defined by

(1) SPia, b) = X' (—J exp(2«(ax + bx)/p),

where ix/p) is Legendre's symbol of quadratic residuacity modulo p.

If iab/p) = — 1 applying the mapping x—>äbx to Salié's sum (1) gives

SPia, b) = —SPia, b), so that SPia, b)=0. If iab/p) = +1, say

ab=c2 (mod p), applying the mapping x—>äcx gives SPia, b)

= iac/p)SPic, c). In 1931 Salié [3] showed that SPic, c) can be evalu-

ated explicitly. He proved that

SPic,c) = 2Í—ji^w'p112 cosine/p).

The author  [4],   [5] was the first to explain why SPic, c) can be

evaluated explicitly by showing that it is the sum of two Gaussian

sums. (Other evaluations have been given by Mordell [l], [2].) The

following is perhaps the simplest known proof of this result.

For y^2 we have
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fy~2\    £,   ff_\ £,   /x(x + x-2)\

\      P      /   x; x+x=y  \ p / x; x+x=y   \ p /

-=    S    (^)
i; x'-ux-i-lsiQ   \ p /
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so that

,¡x+i=„ V/)/      \   p    J      \   p    /'

Clearly (2) is also true if y = 2 (mod p), and so we have

SP(c,c) = ¿:\     £'   (-)}e(cy)

-S^W + E^W
y    \      P      / y    \      P      /

This gives Sp(c, c) as the sum of the two Gauss sums

H(ç^)e(cy) = (—y«p-w2pv2e( + 2c),

as required.
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